ABSTRACT Network survivability is an attribute that network is continually available even if a communication failure occurs, and is regarded as one of the most important concepts to design dependable computer networks. In the existing work, a power-aware mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is described by a Markov regenerative process, and takes account of the variability in power level, which is caused by the possible low-battery state in each communication node. However, it implicitly ignores effects by the so-called border effects, and lacks the reality in modeling. In this paper, we revisit a power-aware MANET model taking account of border effects and quantify the network survivability more accurately.
I. INTRODUCTION
There exist a number of challenging issues to provide big data services in ubiquitous circumstance. The drastic improvement of network performance is definitely needed to process a large amount of data, especially, in the system level. On the other hand, it is important to keep the high service level on the big data stream and evaluate the network dependability in the design phase to develop highly dependable ubiquitous network systems. Network survivability is defined as an attribute that network is continually available even though a communication failure occurs, and is regarded as the most fundamental issue to design resilient communication networks. Since unstructured networks, such as P2P network and mobile ad hoc network (MANET), can change dynamically their configurations, the survivability requirement for unstructured networks is becoming much more popular than static networks. In the near future, it is expected that this trend may be accelerated even in the big data service. Although quantitative network survivability is defined by various authors [1] - [3] , it is still a challenging issue from the complex and autonomous properties of unstructured networks. Xing and Wang [4] perceive the survivability of a wireless ad hoc network as the probabilistic k-connectivity [5] - [7] , and provide a quantitative analysis on impacts of both node misbehavior and failure. They approximately derive the lower and upper bounds of network survivability based on k-connectivity, which implies that every node pair in the network can communicate with at least k neighbors. Unfortunately, the upper and lower bounds of network survivability in [4] are not always tight to quantify the network survivability. Yi and Dohi [8] are motivated by the above fact and extend the seminal model [4] by introducing the compound distributions of Poisson model.
Okamura et al. [9] evaluate a power-aware MANET by using a Markov regenerative process (MRGP) and investigate an effect of variability in power level, which is caused by the low-battery state in each node, but does not consider the possible case where the battery in each mobile node can be re-charged at the lower battery state in their MRGP modeling framework. In addition, Okamura et al. [9] implicitly assume that the so-called border effects can be ignored in their modeling. It is well known that the shape of communicationLaranjeira and Rodrigues [10] show that the relative average node degree for nodes in borders is independent of the node transmission range and of the overall network node density in a square communication area.
Most recently, Yi and Dohi [11] revisit a power-aware MANET model in Xing and Wang [4] and Yi and Dohi [8] taking account of both border effects and the possibility of re-charge, and quantify the network survivability more accurately. They suppose that each node state is modulated by a semi-Markov process and that the node density in an arbitrary communication area is given by a simple Poisson model, where two types of communication areas are considered; square area [10] and circular area [6] . In this paper we further extend the above result for the other stochastic models by including a binomial model and a negative binomial model [8] . We derive analytically the upper and lower bounds of network survivability [4] as well as an approximate form based on the expected number of active nodes [8] in both square [10] and circular [6] areas, under a general assumption that the battery life in each node is non-exponentially distributed. Also, we perform the transient analysis as well as the steady-state analysis [11] of network survivability, and complements our early paper [11] .
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define the state of each node in our stochastic model to describe the behavior of a power-aware MANET. Based on the familiar semi-Markov analysis, the transition behavior of the network node is analyzed. Section III is devoted to the network survivability analysis, where the node isolation, network connectivity and network survivability are defined. Here, we present the network survivability formula with the probability that the active nodes are k-connected and present three stochastic models; Poisson model. binomial model and negative binomial model. In Section IV, we introduce the border effects in two kinds of communication areas; square area and circular area. Based on some geometric ideas in [6] and [10] , we improve the quantitative network survivability measures taking account of border effects. Numerical examples are given in Section V, where we compare three scenarios on battery re-charge with varying node transmission radius and number of nodes in both of steady-state network survivability and transient network survivability. We also compare our refined network survivability models with the existing ones without border effects. Finally, the paper is concluded with some remarks in Section VI.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION A. NODE CLASSIFICATION
Since nodes in MANETs cooperate with the routing processes to maintain network connectivity, each of nodes is designed as it behaves autonomously, but its discipline to require, send and receive the route information, is defined as a strict protocol. At the same time, it is also important to define the protocol in order to prevent propagation of the erroneous route information caused by malicious attacks. Xing and Wang [4] and Yi and Dohi [8] consider a MANET that suffers such a malicious attack, whose node states are defined as follows:
• Cooperative state (C): a node complies with all routing and forwarding rules.
• Selfish state (S): a node may not forward control or data packets for others for the sake of power saving.
• Malicious state (M ): a node launches Jellyfish or Black hole DoS attack.
-Jellyfish state (J ): a node being cooperative in the routing stage reluctant in forwarding data packets. -Blackhole state (B): a node disrupting legitimate path selections by broadcasting fakes route replies.
• Failed state (F): a node is unable to initiate or response route discoveries. Moreover, each node may be classified into the following states in terms of the battery state:
• Fully charged battery state (H ): the battery is fully charged.
• Low battery state (L): the battery level is low and may cause a failure due to out of power. It is essential to characterize the power state in power-aware device. The modeling approach by Okamura et al. [9] and Yi and Dohi [11] can be considered as an incremental one in technique but significant extension in reality. For common DoS attacks, the node in Jellyfish attack receives route requests and route replies. The main mechanism of Jellyfish state is to delay packets without any reason. On the other hand, the node in Blackhole attack can respond a node with a fake message immediately by declaring as it is in the optimal path or as it is only one-hop away to other nodes.
Suppose that each of states, i = C, S, M , has one of two sub-states; H and L. For instance, iH means a node in the state i with high energy level and iL means a node in the state i with low energy level. The failed state F also has one of two sub-states; energy exhaustion (EF) and DoS attack detection (DF).
B. SEMI-MARKOV NODE MODEL
Based on the above node classification, we consider a semiMarkov model to describe the stochastic behavior of a node by combining the network state and the battery state. We define the node behavior as follows:
• A Cooperative node (CH or CL) may become a Malicious node (MH or ML) when it launches DoS attack, and a low-battery Cooperative node (CL) may become a Failed node due to energy exhaustion (EF).
• A Cooperative node (CH or CL) may become a Selfish node (SH or SL) for saving the power.
• A Malicious (MH or ML) node cannot become a Cooperative node (CH or CL) again, but may become a Failed node by two reasons: energy exhaustion (EF) and DoS attack detection (DF).
• A node in Failed state (DF or EF) may become a Cooperative node (CH ) again after it repairs and responds to routing requests for others.
• Each node may become the low battery state as operating time passes, but may become fully-charged battery state from the low battery state again by re-charge. From above assumptions, we can define the state space S ∈ {CH , CL, SH , SL, MH , ML, EF, DF}, and the timedependent transitions rates from state i to state j (i, j ∈ S) by λ i,j (t).
Similar to the original idea by Xing and Wang [4] , we describe the transition behavior of each node, by a stochastic process {Z (t), t ≥ 0}, associated with the space S. Let X n denote the state at transition time t n . Define
where x i ∈ S for 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. From Eq. (1), the stochastic process {X n , n = 0, 1, 2, ...} constitutes a continuous-time Markov chain with state space S, when all the transition times are exponentially distributed. However, since the transition time from one state to another state is subject to the timeinhomogeneous behavior of a node, it is not realistic to characterize all the transition times by only exponentially distributed random variables. For instance, if a sensor node is more inclined to fail due to energy consumption as the operating time passes, and the less residual energy is left, then the more likely a sensor changes its behavior to selfish. This implies that the future action of a node may depend on how long it has been in the current state and that the transition time intervals should obey arbitrary probability distributions. From the above reasons it is common to assume a semi-Markov process (SMP) for {Z (t), t ≥ 0} to describe the node behavior transitions, which is defined by
Letting T n = t n+1 − t n be the sojourn time between the n-th and (n + 1)-st transitions, we define the associated SMP kernel Q = (Q ij (t)) by
where p ij = lim t→∞ Q ij (t) is the transition probability between state i and j (i, j = ch, cl, sh, sl, mh, ml, ef , df ) corresponding to S, and
is the transition time distribution from state i to j. Figure 1 illustrates the transition diagram of the homogeneous SMP, {Z (t), t ≥ 0}, under consideration, which is somewhat different from the MRGP in [9] . By using the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) we can obtain analytically the steady-state probability of each node (see Appendix).
III. QUANTITATIVE NETWORK SURVIVABILITY A. NETWORK SURVIVABILITY MEASURES
In a MANET, the transmission of a packet from one node to another node must go through any path which is made by its neighbor nodes. Since the topology of a MANET keeps changing dynamically due to many reasons, such as node mobility, even when node failures or DoS attacks do not occur, it is difficult to clarify the connected topology for the MANET. Since the communication availability of a MANET depends on the existing paths between two nodes, it is intuitively understood that the network survivability strongly depends on the connectivity. In general, it is said that the MANET is k-connected, if there are at least k disjoint communication paths connecting one node to the other node. When k = 1, it means the probability that there is at least one communication path connecting one node to the other node, and is equivalent to the network reliability. Hence, thinking of higher network survivability is reduced to highly dependable MANET design. Given a MANET M, let κ(M) denote the vertexconnectivity of M. Based on the definition of connectivity, the network survivability of M, denoted by NS k (M), is defined as the probability that all active (survived) nodes are k-connected [4] , i.e.,
where M a is a sub-network of M and includes all active nodes of M. In the above definition, we need to find all the possible paths between arbitrary node pairs in a MANET. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to enumerate all the communication paths between arbitrary two nodes especially in a large-scaled MANET. For this state-explosion problem, we employ an approximate method to derive the network survivability. For a geometric graph G with N vertices, the minimum number of neighbor nodes of one node in G by δ(G) is defined as the minimum node degree and κ(G) is defined as the vertex-connectivity of G. It turns out that κ(G) ≤ δ(G), i.e., the network connectivity is no longer greater than the minimum number of neighbors of any node. When N is sufficiently large, the probability that G is k-connected approximately equals to the probability that every vertex has at least k neighbors. So, it is immediate to see that
However, it should be noted that every neighbor does not always provide effective outgoing paths, because only the VOLUME 3, 2015 cooperative neighbor can transmit a packet for other node. Hence, a necessary condition for a MANET to be k-connected is that every node has at least k cooperative degree. Let θ (M) denote the minimum of the cooperative degree of all nodes in a MANET M. Then, we have
Remind that the network survivability is defined as the probability that all active nodes are k-connected to M, so that the quantitative survivability of M can be given by
An immediate effect of node misbehaviors and failures in MANETs is the node isolation problem [4] . It is a direct cause for network partitioning, and eventually affects the network survivability. The node isolation problem is caused by four types of neighbor; Failed, Selfish, Jellyfish and Blackhole nodes. If all the neighbors of a node are Failed nodes, Selfish nodes or Jellyfish nodes, then it can no longer communicate with other nodes. On the other hand, if one of neighbors is Blackhole, it gives the other node a faked one-hop path, and can always shutdown the communication. In this case, it is said that the node is isolated by the Blackhole neighbor. Furthermore, if there exists a Blackhole node, then the minimum cooperative degree θ(M a ) of network M a becomes 0, and the network survivability is always reduced to 0.
To formulate the above isolation problem, we define the node degree D (u) for node u by the maximum number of neighbors [5] . Let D (i,u) be the number of node u's neighbors at state i ∈ {c, s, j, b, f } corresponding to {C, S, J , B, F}. Then the isolation problem in our model can be formulated as follows: Given node u with degree d, i.e., D (u) 
, the cooperative degree is zero, i.e., D (c,u) = 0, and u is isolated from the network, so it holds that
where P c is the steady-state probability of a node in a Cooperative state and P b is the steady-state probability of a node launching Blackhole attacks. In Appendix, we give the steady-state probability in our SMP model. Hereafter, a node is said to be k-connected to a network if its associated cooperative degree is given by k (≥1). Given node u with degree d, i.e., D (u) = d, u is said to be k-connected to the network if the cooperative degree is k, i.e. D (c,u) = k, which holds only if u has no Blackhole neighbor and has exactly k Cooperative neighbors, i.e., D (b,u) = 0 and D (c,u) = k, respectively. Then it is straightforward to see that
Strictly speaking, it is still difficult to find the probability distribution of θ (M a ) ≥ k in Eq. (7). Xing and Wang [4] derive approximately the low and upper bounds of network survivability instead when the number of nodes is sufficiently large by considering the network connectivity of a node in a MANET. The upper and lower bounds of network survivability are given by
respectively, where u is an arbitrary node index in the active network M a . In Eq. (11), E[N a ] = N (1 − P f ) is the expected number of active nodes in the network, where x is the maximum integer less than x, P f is the steady-state probability of a Failed node, and N denotes the total number of mobile nodes. In Eq. (10), N D is the number of node points whose transmission ranges are mutually disjoint over the MANET area. Let A and r be the area of MANET and the node transmission radius, respectively. The number of disjoint points is given by N D = N /(λπr 2 ) , where λ = N /A is the node density. Next, we give an approximate form of the network survivability based on the expected number of active nodes [8] . Getting help from the graph theory, the expected network survivability is approximately given by the probability that the active node in the network is k-connected:
By the well-known total probability law, we have
so that we need to find the explicit forms of Pr(D (c,u) < k|D (u) = d) and Pr(D (u) = d). From Eqs. (12) and (13), it is easy to obtain
where B m denotes the multinomial probability mass function.
Since the node distribution Pr(D (u) = d) strongly depends on the model property, we introduce three specific stochastic models [8] in the following:
1) POISSON MODEL [4] Suppose that N mobile nodes in a MANET are uniformly distributed over a 2-dimensional square with area A. The node transmission radius, denoted by r, is assumed to be identical for all nodes. To derive the node degree distribution Pr (D (u) = d) , we divide the area into N small grids virtually, so that the grid size has the same order as the physical size of a node. Consider the case where the network area is much larger than the physical node size. Then, the probability that a node occupies a specific grid, denoted by p, is very small. With large N and small p, the node distribution can be modeled by the Poisson distribution:
where µ = ρπr 2 , and ρ = E[N a ]/A is the node density depending on the underlying model. Finally, substituting Eqs. (13) - (15) into Eqs. (10) - (12) yields
where (x) = (x − 1)! and (h, x) = (h − 1)!e −x h−1 l=0 x l /l! are the complete and incomplete gamma functions, respectively.
2) BINOMIAL MODEL [8] It is evident that the Poisson model just focuses on an ideal situation of mobile nodes. In other words, it is not always easy to measure the physical parameters such as r and A in practice. Let p denote the probability that each node is assigned into a communicate network area of a node. For the expected number of activate nodes E[N a ], we describe the node distribution by the binomial distribution:
where B d is the binomial probability mass function. Substituting Eq. (19) into Eqs. (10) - (12) yields alternative formulas of the network survivability:
If each node is assigned into a communication network area of a node with probability p = π r 2 /A, then the corresponding binomial model results a different survivability measure.
3) NEGATIVE BINOMIAL MODEL [8] The negative binomial model comes from a mixed Poisson distribution instead of Poisson distribution. Let f (µ) be the distribution of parameter µ in the Poisson model. This implicitly assumes that the parameter µ includes uncertainty, and that the node distributions for all disjoint areas have different Poisson parameters. Then the node distribution can be represented by the following mixed Poisson distribution:
For the sake of analytical simplicity, let f (µ) be the gamma probability density function with mean π r 2 N (1 − P f )/A and coefficient of variation c. Then we have
where a = 1/c 2 and b = A/(π r 2 N (1 − P f )c 2 ) . It should be noted that Eq. (24) corresponds to the negative binomial probability mass function with mean π r 2 N (1 − P f )/A, and that the variance is greater than that in the Poisson model. From Eq. (24), we can obtain alternative representations of the network survivability with an additional model parameter c.
.
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IV. BORDER EFFECTS OF NETWORK COMMUNICATE AREA
The results on network survivability presented in Section III are based on a non-informative assumption that network area A has a node density ρ = E[N a ]/A. This means that the expected number of neighbors of a node in a MANET has the same value as ρπr 2 . In other words, such an assumption is not realistic in real world network communication circumstance. It is well recognized that the border effects tend to decrease both the communication coverage and the node degree of a node, which reflect the whole network availability. First we consider a square area for communication in Fig. 2 . Given the square area with side L in this figure, the borders correspond to regions B and C. We call the rectangular region B the lateral border, the square region C the corner border, and the square region I the inner region, respectively. In Fig. 2 , for a node v located in the inner region of the network area, the expected effective number of neighbors, E I , is indeed given by ρπr 2 . These results are seen from the fact that the effective coverage area of a point in the inner region I is precisely equal to ρπr 2 . However, the effective coverage area for a point in the border region B (node u 1 ) or C (node u 2 ) is less than π r 2 as shown in the shadow areas of Fig. 2 . Consequently, the expected effective number of neighbors of nodes located in the border areas must be smaller than ρπr 2 . Since the connectivity properties of the network depend on the expected effective number of neighbors of nodes, it is needed to obtain the expected effective number of neighbors of nodes in these regions (I, B and C), in order to understand the connectivity properties in the network.
Laranjeira and Rodrigues [10] show that the relative average node degree for nodes in borders is independent of the node transmission range and of the overall network node density in a square communication area. Then, the expected number of neighbors of a node in a MANET is given by [10] :
where σ = (L − 2r) 2 + 3.07492r(L − 2r) + 2.461344r 2 . Next we consider a circular area for communication in Fig. 3 . For the circular area A with radius r 0 , define the origin O in A and use the coordinates r for a node in this figure. Nodes in the circular communication network area, that are located at least r away from the border, are called the center nodes, which are shown as a node v in Fig. 3 . They have a coverage area equal to π r 2 and an expected node degree E[N a ]π r 2 /A. On the other hand, nodes located closer than r to the border are called the border nodes (node u in Fig. 3 ) which have a smaller coverage area, leading to a smaller expected node degree.
Bettstetter [6] calculates the average node degree for nodes in borders for a circular communication area. The expected node degree of a node µ c in a circular communicate area can be obtained by
wherer = r/r 0 . The above formula can be further simplified by using Taylor series as
By replacing the square border effect parameter µ in Eqs. (16)- (18), (20)- (22), and (25)-(27) by µ s in Eq. (28), we obtain the improved network survivability measures taking account of square border effects. Also, using µ c in Eq.(30), we derive the network survivability measures in a circular communicate area as well.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES A. COMPARISON OF NETWORK SURVIVABILITY
In our numerical experiments, we set model parameters as follows: 
where p B and p J are the Blackhole attack ratio and the Jellyfish attack ratio of DoS attack. Exp, Gamma and Uniform are exponential, gamma and uniform p.d.f.'s:
To analyze the effect of battery re-charge, we consider three cases of transition time from low battery states (CL, SL, ML) to fully charged battery states (CH , SH , MH ):
where λ (iL),(iH ) (t) = 0 in Case (3) denotes that there is no battery re-charge in the MANET. Suppose the following network parameter:
• A = 1000 (m) × 1000 (m). To compare several stochastic models with different combination; three node degree models (Poisson, binomial and negative binomial), the lower and upper bounds versus an approximate network survivability, existence of border effects, we consider Case 1, and change the transition radius from r = 80 to r = 130 and connectivity requirement from k = 1 to k = 3. The comparative results are shown in Table 1 . From this table, we can see that the difference between three node degree models of network survivability is very small for the specific values of r and k. For example, when r = 120 and k = 1, the difference among three models are less than 0.0003 for the lower and upper bounds and the approximate network survivability. Then, we attempt to understand the differences among three node degree models with three battery charge cases. The results are shown in Table 2 . From the table, we can see that these are the similar results to Table 1 . The difference among three models is small and the battery charge case in Exp is higher than others when r is small. Table 3 presents effects of communication range of a node r on k-connected (k = 1, 2, 3) network survivability in three cases in the approximate model for a given N = 500, where ''No Charge'' indicates λ (iL),(iH ) (t) = 0. We find that the network survivability increases as the communication range of a node r increases, and that the MANET with battery re-charge is more survivable. More specifically, when r is small (e.g. r = 80), the network survivability for Exp is higher than 68%, and the case with ''No Charge'' is less than 16%. On the other hand, even when the mean transition time for Gamma is equal to that for Exp, there exists large difference on the network survivability for small r. However, when r is sufficiently large, the difference among Exp, Gamma and ''No Charge'' is very small. Moreover, as connectivity requirement k increases, the survivability takes a lower level when r is small. This result means that the network survivability is more sensitive to battery re-charge with small r. In Table 4 , we investigate the sensitivity of the total number of nodes N on the network survivability measures, where the transmission range r is fixed as 100. Note once again that k = 1 corresponds to the network reliability. From this result, it can be seen that when the number of nodes is VOLUME 3, 2015 greater than 500, the network reliability is higher than 90%. However, once the reliability attains the maximum value with N = 700, it decreases gradually as the number of nodes increases. Because of increasing number of nodes, it turns out that the network connectivity increases. However, from Table 4 with k = 2, 3, we come to know that the network survivability does not show the monotone tendency on N , similar to the network reliability. This is because the number of Blackhole nodes increases as the total number of nodes in the whole network increases.
In Table 5 , we focus on the network reliability (k = 1) and compare the upper and lower bounds of network survivability in Eqs. (10) and (11) with our approximate formula in Eq. (12) , where the number of nodes is N = 500 and the transmission range changes from r = 80 to r = 130. In this table, the values in ''Square'' and ''Circular'' are calculated based on Eqs. (28) and (30), respectively. From the result, we can see that the difference between lower and upper bounds of network reliability is rather remarkable for some specific values on r. For example, when r = 80, the difference between the lower and upper bounds with/without border effects are 0.8648 (Ignorance), 0.8016 (Square) and 0.8135 (Circular). On the other hand, the approximate network reliability always takes a value between lower and upper bounds. This result tells us that the approximate network reliability in Eq. (12) is more useful than the bounds for quantification of network reliability. Table 6 presents the dependence of the number of nodes N on the steady-state network reliability among three situations with/without border effects. From these results, it is shown that the network reliability without border effects (Ignorance) is higher than those with border effects (Square and Circular).
B. TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF NETWORK SURVIVABILITY
Next we calculate the transient network survivability with the limiting probabilities P ch, j (t) ( j ∈ {ch, cl, sh, sl, mh, ml, ef , df }) corresponding to S, by taking the Laplace inversion of Eqs.(56)-(63) in Appendix. We apply the wellknown Abate's algorith [12] for the numerical inversion of Laplace transforms. Reminding these properties on transition probabilities, we set N = 500 and r = 100, and consider the transient network survivability at time t of three node degree models with lower and upper bounds and an approximate form. From Table 7 , the transient network survivability has almost the same initial values, and the difference between them will be remarkable as time elapses. after that. Because three node degree models show the similar tendency, we focus on only the Poisson model to investigate the impact on transient network survivability here. We set the total number of nodes N = 500 and transmission radius r = 100. Then, we plot the transient network survivability of three battery charge cases; Gamma, Exp and No charge, with lower/upper bounds and approximate solution based on the behavior of the transient probabilities at arbitrary time t, in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. From these figures, it can be seen clearly that the lower/upper bounds and approximate solution of network survivability have almost the same initial values, and the differences among them also become remarkable as time elapses. All three battery charge cases have a higher transient network survivability when connectivity requirement k is lower. When the k becomes higher (k = 3), the transient network survivability gets closer to 0.0624 (Gamma)/0.6096 (Exp)/0.026 (No Charge) with time t elapsing. Finally we compare the approximate solution of three battery charge cases in terms of the transient network survivability. Figure 8 depicts the transient network survivability by varying the connectivity requirement k. It is shown that if there is no battery charge, the transient network survivability drops down as the operation time goes on. However, the transient solution with battery charge (Exp) still keeps higher levels in the same situation. This fact implies that the battery charge of node leads to an better performance of MANETs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have revisited the network survivability models in MANETs by taking account of the battery re-charge and border effects in both square and circular communication areas. Getting idea from the network connectivity, we have presented the approximate network survivability formulae by calculating the probability that all expected number of active nodes in the MANET is k. In numerical experiments, we have considered two cases where the transition time from lower battery states to fully charged battery states are given by the gamma and exponential distributions. We have also compared the steady-state network survivability with/without battery re-charge. It has been shown numerically that the network survivability with battery re-charge was higher than that with no battery charge, when r was small, and that the approximate network reliability always took a middle value between the lower and upper bounds. In future, we will develop a comprehensive simulation model and investigate whether the approximate method for network survivability itself can work well in several random network environments. Then it will be needed to develop an efficient algorithm to count all the paths between an arbitrary pair of nodes.
Let P ch,i (t) denote the transition probability from the initial state CH to respective states i ∈ {ch, cl, sh, sl, mh, ml, ef , df } corresponding to S. Then, the LSTs of the transition 
From Eqs.(56)-(63), the transient solutions, P ch,i (t), i ∈ {ch, cl, sh, sl, mh, ml, ef , df }, which mean the probability that the state travels in another state i at time t, can be derived numerically, by means of the Laplace inversion technique (e.g. see [12] ). As a special case, it is easy to derive the steady-state probability P i = lim t→∞ P ch,i (t), 
